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THE MESSENGER

No. 9-June 1977

ESO Workshop on Populations in the Magellanic Clouds
The second ESO workshop took place in Geneva, at the ESO Scientific-Technical Centre fram April27 to 29,1977. Over fifteen groups working in this field in Europe were represented at this workshop. About thirty-fiveinvited scientists from all ESO countries, as weil as England, South Africa and Canada, discussed and com-pared their recent activities, results and future plans.
Aseries of review talks took plaee on the fi rst day; they
dealt with the stellar po pu lations of the Clouds (photo-                         ANNOUNCEMENTmetrie and speetroseopie analysis), the variable stars, theradio properties of theClouds and the Magellanie Clouds           A eonferenee is being planned at the Europeanas members of the Loeal Group.                                    Southern Observatory on the topie:  The various groups then presented their aetivities on theseeond day. Details were given of the work on the ehemieal                                                                      Optical Telescopes of the Futureeomposition of the interstellar matter and supergiant stars       It is expeeted that this eonferenee will take plaee in Ge-whieh have allowed an analysis of the heavy-element un-           neva, 12-16 Deeember, 1977. Topies will inelude: largederabundanee in terms of the proportion of matter in the          dishes, eoherent and ineoherent arrays, intensity andform of interstellar gas. An estimate of the supernova rate       speekle interferometry, multi-mirror teleseopes, spaeewas given together with so me new supernova remnant               teleseopes, IR heterodyne interferometry, live optieseandidates. Preliminary results on UV observations allow-         and related aspeets of deteetors and radio arrays.ed a rough determination of the reddening law in the              Information on this eonferenee should beeome avail-Clouds. The strueture of the Clouds appeared sti 11 to be         able during this summer.eontroversial, in partieular for the Large Cloud. More workshould be devoted to determine the mass eentre of diffe-rent stellar po pu lations and to eompare the rotation eurvesfor the stars and the gas. Photometrie and speetroseopieresults for different stellar populations were also pre-         PROFILE OF A VISITOR'S PROGRAMME:sented, and the diffieulty of finding elear eriteria forspeetral elassifieations was emphasized.  A subsequent general diseussion showed the impor-              A Galactic Windowtanee of the Clouds for our understanding of galaetie evo-lution. It dealt with the rate of star formation in the Clouds                                                                 at I = 311          0
and their evolution eompared to that of our Galaxy. Further
UV observations are neeessary to solve the problem of the        There are reasons to believe that several nearby ga-nature of the grains in the Clouds. IR observations were         laxies (possibly even members of the Local Group)proposed to determine an evolutionary sequenee of nova           still hide behind the absorbing layers of the galacticshells, and to eheek the assumption of the formation of                                                                 plane. Last month, a new, local dwarfelliptical ga/axygrains in these shells. Simultaneous optieal and X-ray ob-servations, onee HEAO B is flying, will be very valuable                                                                 was discovered in the constellation Carina by afor the study of supernova remnants and X-ray stellar            group of astronomers at the Edinburgh ObservatorySourees.                            J. Bergeron, ESO-Geneva      and a thorough investigation of another, the so-called Circinus galaxy, was published in Astrono-                                                                                                                                                                                  plane. In some longitudes it appears, however, that there ismy&Astrophysics. The discoverer of this galaxy, Dr.                                                                                                                                                                                much less than the average amount of dust. This is an in-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   teresting fact in itself, but it can also be a fortunate circum-Gösta Lyngä of the Lund Observatory, discusses                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   stance making distant objects available for observations.some aspects of this research and also reports on                                                                                                                                                                                  Twenty-one years aga Erika Böhm-Vitense (Pubt. Astron.electronographic observations with the new ESO                                                                                                                                                                                     Soc. Pacific, Vol. 68,430,1956) drew attention to some di-Spectracon camera.                                                                                                                                                                                                                 rections in the galactic plane in which external galaxies are                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   observable near the galactic equator. Other directions of                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   low obscuration have been discovered since then. TheThe Circinus Galaxy                                                                                                                                                                                                                usual term for such a field is "galactic window".                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     A few years aga I accidentally came upon a large un-Distant parts of our own galaxy are obscured from sight by                                                                                                                                                                         known galaxy in the southern constellation Circinus (i. e.the concentration of dust near the plane of ou r galaxy. Th is                                                                                                                                                                     the Compass) at longitude 311 0 and latitude _40 when in-dust layer also dims the light from external galaxies; there                                                                                                                                                                       specting a plate from the Uppsala Schmidt telescope inis a "zone of avoidance" of galaxies near the galactic                                                                                                                                                                             Australia. The galaxy was named Circinus Gataxy and it  . - :6· •·'./:   .,:. t !. . . .J                     -, \('                                                       :'~:~.'.'                                                   i"".0.                                                      ,'.. 0, .. ~~.',~                                                                       ,. , ....•                                                                        ':"JI ~ '                                                                                                ~                                                                                                                 .... :,""\Y                                                                                                                 f!            ~                   _'''11- ·c·                                                                                                                                                            , "',•.•.'.     . . • '-)....J. •••. J":"" - • •                                                                                                                                                                     J. :.,;...                                                                                                                                                                                                _~                                                                                                                                                                         ':i' /~.J., ,., .~.t- .••;,.                                                                                                                                                                                        . ,.). \·· ..n~·'. -, l \ ' '                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         t.':'~                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         ,0            ,....
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Fig. 1. - The Circinus Galaxy is in a rich field of stars-some of them very distant. The original is a 90-min exposure in Ha with theUppsala Schmidt telescope at Mount Stromlo.
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Fig. 2 a. - A sma/!, extended object (a galaxy?) electrographed   Fig. 2 b. - Gontours trom the electrograph ot Fig. 2 a corre-with the Spectracon on the ESO 1-metre telescope on La Si/!a.     sponding to densities between 0.1 and 1.0 unit. Graph obtain-                                                                  ed by H. Lindgren with the ASTOL measuring system at the Lund                                                                  Observatory.
turned out to be one of the fifty brightest galaxies. A study     jects, and to investigate them closer I have used the newof the galaxy in optical as weil as in radio wavelengths was      ESO Spectracon electrographic camera. This camera wasmade in cooperation with several colleagues (Freeman,             adapted for use with the ESO 1-metre and 1.5-metre tele-Karisson, Lyngä, Surreli, van Woerden, Goss and Mebold,           scopes in cooperation with Dr. Martin Cullum of the ESO-Astron. & Astrophys. , Vol. 55,445,1977). The Circinus Ga-        Geneva staff. The great thing with electrography is the li-laxy was shown to have a strong radio source in the nu-           nearity of response to lig ht. Fig. 2 a is a reproduction of onecleus and to contain a lot of neutral hydrogen over a large       of the fai nt objects and Fig. 2 b shows contou rs of the platevolume. Of other results I shall here only report that the        density corresponding to the luminosity distribution in thedistance is about 4 Mpc, thus placing the Circinus Galaxy         object. Compare this information to that of the originaljust outside the Local Group of galaxies.                         Uppsala Schmidt plate; in Fig. 1 the rectangle marks the                                                                  area of Fig. 2. It is gratifying to have such equipment aidingEarly-type Stars in the Galactic Window                           observations and one can only hope soon to be able to use                                                                  electrography with the 3.6-metre telescope, giving muchSo me important aspects of having a galactic window at             larger sensitivity and increased definition for galactic and1= 311 0 are that the distribution and motion of stars inside     extragalactic objects.the Sun's galactic orbit can be studied and that the interstel-lar extinction can be determined in these regions.   There are many early-type galactic stars in the Circinusgalactic window and with the 1-metre photometrie tele-scope at La Silla I have observed so me of them and deter-mined their distances (Astron.&Astrophys., Vol. 54,71,            ESO Santiago Offices Let to UN1977).The field of interest is shown in Fig. 1, where the Cir-cinus Galaxy is in the centre and the richness of the stellar     On March 7, alease contract was signed between ESO and thefield is obvious. Some stars marked in Fig. 1 seem to be          United Nations lor the rental 01 the vacant ESO offices, the pre-morethan 3 kpc awayand to have much less interstellarex-          vious astro-workshop and part 01 the storage area at the Vitacuratinction than normal for such distances. This again shows         Headquarters in Santiago.the lack of dust in that particular direction. The photometry        The space rented by the UN had become available alter most                                                                  ESO services had been translerred Irom Santiago to La Silla. Thefrom the 1-metre telescope is also a starting point for a fu-                                                                  transler to the observatory site was part 01 the reorganization 01ture programme which will study the radial velocities ofthe       ESO in Chile, which was initiated in 1975 in orderto insurea betterdistant early-type stars in the field.                            lunctioning 01 the observatory.                                                                     As a result of this reorganization, all technical and most scienti-Electrographic Observations on La Silla                           lic and administrative services are now concentrated on La Silla.                                                                  Onlya lew offices and part 01 the storage area in the basement 01                                                                  the main building in Vitacura are still being used by ESO.One could weil ask if there are more galaxies in the Circi-nus field. I have in fact noticed some faint, extended ob-
                                                                                                                                             3Probable Optical Identification of LMC X-4Claude Chevalier and Sergio A. I/ovaisky, Observatoire de Meudon
Among the five X-ray sources known to exist in the Large                                                                                                                               of the sky by the UHURU satellite; it was also detected byMagellanic Cloud, none has up to now been positively                                                                                                                                   the Ariel 5 and SAS-3 satellites and there is now definiteidenlified with an optical object. However, this situation                                                                                                                             evidence for variability, including flares. The rotating mo-may change in the near future as X-ray satellites point to                                                                                                                             dulation collimator system aboard SAS-3 determined thethe source known as LMC X-4. The existence of this source                                                                                                                              position of LMC X-4 to one are minute. Inside the error boxwas announced in 1972 as a result of the first X-ray survey                                                                                                                            a large number of stars are visible on the ESO ass plate                                                                                                                                                                                       (field 86). Very deep objective-prism Schmidt plates taken                                                                                                                                                                                       at Cerro Tololo by N. Sanduleak and A. G. D. Philip showed                                                                                                                                                                                       an OS star near the centre of the error box. A spectrum of    DELTA 13                                                                                                                                    l Me x- 'I                                                                                                                                                pr; 1 ,llt1U D                         this star was taken by E. Maurice in January 1977 with the                                                                                                                                                l'     3i'1~.(Jb                                                                                                                                                                                       Echelec spectrograph of the 1.5-m telescope at La Si lIa; it    3.3                                                                                                                                                                                       showed the star to be indeed an early-type luminous ob-                                                                                                                                                                                       ject. Du ri ng our runs at La Silla in February and March 1977                                ......,',                                                                                            ,',                                                                                                                                  ......                                               we started a systematic study of this object. One of us (C.C.)                               ,. .....                                                                                       \~:   .   ,','                                           measured it photometrically at the 1-m telescope while the                             ,,'
                                                                                                                                                                                       other took 124 .A./mm spectra at the 1.5-m using also the                         ,'"                                                                                              .'"                                                          Echelec and the Lallemand electronographic camera. In                                            "       ....                                                                          ·        /:   .:...~.. '~'.                                          +,    .....                             the cou rse of a fi rst run in February at the 1-m we fou nd the                                                                              '"                 .:.....                    ....:"                      , '                                                                                                                     ....:"                                                            star to be variable by 0.1 magnitude from night to night and                    .'                                                                                             . '"    3.S                ,',                                                       ':":~'~'                                                           • loH ..                                                                                                                                                          ....."                                                                                                                                                          \                                                                                                                                                                                       by a few per cent in the course of the night. Concurrently,                                                                                                                                                                                       W. Hiltner, working at Cerro Tololo, also discovered the                                                           "                                                                                                                                                                                       variability of this star. In the course of seven consecutive

              ...                                          ".S                                             I."                                                I.S
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4nights at the ESO 50-cm during the new moon. The reduc-          ximum recession velocity occurs at the time of the variabletion of the photometrie data was completed in April and a        maximum in the light curve. The underlying A 4686 absorp-statistical analysis showed the presence of a regular varia-     tion line shows approximately constant radial velocity totion with aperiod of 1~408 ±Od002 and an amplitude of 0.15       within ±50 km/so The opticallight curve of this star resem-magnitude. The light curve is double-humped with one             bles strikingly those of Vela X-1, SMC X-1, Cen X-3, andmaximum being variable in intensity (Fig. 1). Twenty-one         Cyg X-1, all positively identified binary X-ray sources withelectronographic spectra of this star were reduced using         OB-type supergiant companions. However, the orbital pe-the POS computer-controlled microphotometer of Nice              riod of the LMC X-4 candidate is shorter and the radial ve-Observatory (COCA). The spectrum shows H, He I and He II         locity of the A4686 emission line is larger than in thesein absorption; the spectral type is about 08 and the mean        other systems. In this sense the object is remarkable. Ex-radial velocity confirms LMC membership. The A 4686 He I1        cept in Cyg X-1, X-ray ecli pses have been fou nd in all theline is also present in emission and it exhibits periodic ra-    above systems and we hope that future X-ray observationsdial-velocity variations in phase with the light curve. A pre-   will reveal whether they exist in LMC X-4. If so, the identifi-liminary value for the semi-amplitude is 450 ±50 km/so Ma-       cation will have been confirmed beyond doubt.

A Search for Anomalous Tails of Short-period Comets
Should any future comet displaya spectacular sunward spike like the one Comet Arend-Roland exhibited inlate April 1957, it would not surprise observers any more. Recent dynamical studies of cometary dust by Z.Sekanina at the Centre for Astrophysics of the Harvard College and Smithsonian Astrophysical Observato-ries led to the understanding of the behaviour of the sunward, "anomalous" tails or "antitails", to the recog-nition of the rules that determine the conditions of visibility of these phenomena, and thus to the possibilityof their routine predictions.The astrophysical significance of the anomalous tails is de-     inadequate source, but the present estimates are hardlytermined by the fact that they are composed of relatively        meaningful. They are based on highly doubtful premises,heavy dust particles, whose sizes vary typically from about      such as a linear relation between the intrinsic brightness of100 microns to a few millimetres. The millimetre-sized           the comet and its large-particle emission rate. It appearsgrains correspond to meteoroids that give rise to the me-        that the detection and photometrie investigation of ano-teor phenomenon, primarily to the one detectable by radar        malous tails is the only ground-based technique that cantechniques. The submi lIimetre-sized particles are believed      resolve the problem of the short-period comets as a po-to contribute most significantly to the mass of the interpla-    tential supplier of the required mass.netary dust cloud (zodiacal cloud). It thus becomes ob-vious that studies of anomalous tails are relevant to manyaspects of the comet-meteor relationships and to the evo-        The ESO Schmidt Telescope Observeslutionary problems of the zodiacal cloud.                        Comet d' Arrest
Successful Prediction of Antitails                               The absence of reports on anomalous tails of the short-pe-                                                                 riod comets in the past suggests that such formations mustSince Sekanina's formulation of the criteria of visibility in    be very faint and that only fast cameras might have a1973, predictions of anomalous tails have been published         chance to detect them. This kind of reasoning led to a col-by him for two nearly-parabolic comets: Kohoutek 1973 XII        laboration-a very fruitful one, as it turned out later-be-and Bradfield 1975 XI. Both predictions were confirmed by        tween Or. Sekanina and Or. H.-E. Schuster, who is in chargeobservations. The application of the criteria to the past in-    of the ESO 1-metre Schmidt telescope. Or. Sekanina's liststances led to successful identifications of antitail obser-     of the short-period comets with favourable conditions forvations for a number of nearly-parabolic comets, but no          observing anomalous tails shows almost two dozen casespositive reports seem to exist for the short-period comets       between the years 1976 and 2000. Periodic Comet d'Arrest,in spite of plentiful opportunities. The apparent absence of     the first comet on the list, was south of the Sun when it de-anomalous tails among the short-period comets is difficult       veloped favourable conditions in October 1976; they per-to reconcile with the well-established associations of me-       sisted as long as the comet could be followed, weil into 1977.teor streams with a number of these co mets, and particu-        The anomalous tail was to point to the west of the nucleus.larly with the occasional occurrences of the remarkable          Or. Schuster took the first plate in mid-November, a 45-mi-"meteor storms".                                                 nute exposure on a panchromaticemulsion combined with   The zodiacal cloud is self-destructive. As shown by F. L.     a GG 385 filter. The image of the comet was large and circu-Whippie, it requires a continuous input rate of 107              lar. Oirect inspection showed no trace of the anomalousgrammes/sec to replenish the mass lost by dissipation.           tail, but a densitometer scan revealed a definite extensionThe source that provides the mass input is unknown. How-         in the anticipated direction at angular distances from theever, the mass cannot be supplied by asteroidal collisions       nucleus exceeding 10 arcminutes. Most of the visible comaas recent investigations of the dust population in the           was apparently due to C2 which was not filtered out andasteroid belt have shown. Likewise, the mass cannot be pro-      which entirely obliterated the minor contri bution from dustvided by nearly-parabolic comets, since virtually all dust       near the nucleus. It became obvious that in order to obtainthey release escapes from the solar system to interstellar       a more convincing evidence, it was necessary to use aspace. The short-period comets are regarded as another           more restrictive filter (a red one) wh ich in turn required a
                                                                                                                               5                                                                        considerably longer exposure. On January 22, 1977 Dr.                                                                        Schuster took the second, 90-minute exposure, using a                                                                        panchromatic emulsion in combination with aRG 630 fil-                                                                        ter. Although by then the comet's image became much                                                                        smaller in size and fainter in brightness, its densitometer                                                                        tracing showed a well-pronounced extension in the ex-                                                                        pected direction-the existence of the anomalous tail was                                                                        confirmed. The scan is now being calibrated and it will                                                                        shortly be used to calculate the production rate of large                                                                        dust particles from Comet d'Arrest-the first positive step                                                                        in the search for a source of the interplanetary dust cloud.                                                                           Drs. Schuster and Sekanina both look forward to their                                                                        continuing collaboration. Their next target is Periodic Co-                                                                        met Encke, forwhich a successful search for an anomalous                                                                        tail at the forthcoming apparition must be conducted                                                                        within a few days in mid-October 1977-the only period                                                                        when the comet is sufficiently far away from the Sun in the                                                                        sky to allow long exposures and, simultaneously, the anti-                                                                        tail projection conditions are favourable.
                                                                        Optical Identification of a                                                                        Strong Southern Radio                                                                        Source                                                                        There is good reason to believe that one of the strongest,                                                                        so far unidentified southern radio sources has finally been                                                                        photographed with the ESO Schmidt and 3.6-m tele-                                                                        scopes.
                                                                        0"                                                                        In                                                                        (Tl                                                                              -60°10'                                                                        r-
                                                                        Z                                                                        0                                                                        ~                                                                        z                                                                        ::i                                                                        uThe tail that extends to the north from Gamet d'Arrest on this ESO      w                                                                        0Schmidt photograph is not anomalous .. it is a typical, straightgas-tail, pointing away from the Sun. The fine to the left of the co-         -60°20 1met head is a meteor trail.   The circumstances of this photo are peculiar and iIIustrate thework with a large Schmidt telescape in a good climate. On thenight between October 19 and 20, 1976, ESO night assistant GuidoPizarro obtained several plates for the ESO (8) Survey of theSouthern Sky. Each plate was exposed for one houron blue-sensi-tive lIa-O emulsion with an ultraviolet-cutting filter GG 385. Im-mediately after the plate of field No. 352 (RA = 01 h 13 m .. Decl. =--35°00') came out of the water-rinse in the darkroom, Guido was                                                                                 ° I =-                                                                              -6030                L-              -'-              -'--=seen running downstairs in great excitement. He had noticed thebeautiful image of a bright comet and having no prior knowledgeof the position of the known comets, he could not know that it was                              RIGHT ASCENSION (1950)actually Gamet d'Arrest that had accidentally been caught on theplate. It was no fun for the ESO astronomer on duty to tell Guido       Fig. 1.-Reproduction oftheradio map ofG 309.8 + 1.8/G 309.6 +that "his" comet war already known, but he took it as a man and is      1.7 at 408 MHz by Shaver and Goss (Austr. J. Phys. Astrophys.still perfectly confident that the day will come when the first real    Suppl., 14, 104, 1970) with the position of the ESO objectindicated"Gamet Pizarro" is found.                                               as an open circle.
6Fig. 2. - Enlargement from plate No. 591 obtained by Dr. S. Laustsen with the ESO 3.6-m telescope on March 16, 1977. Emulsion and fil-ter: H 2 0-sensitized IV-N + RG 10 (7000-9000 A). Exposure 40 min. The scale is indicated with the small bar which has a length of 10 arc-seconds. The central. diffuse image is clearly non-stellar and has a diameter of about 10" on the original plate. The dark spots are sensiti-zation marks which are virtually impossible to avoid on in fra red plates. The seeing deteriorated du ring the exposure, from about 1" to 3".
   The radio source in question will be weil known to most              dust layers in the galactic plane and nature did not provideradio astronomers: G 309.8 + 1.8/G 309.6 + 1.7. It has                  us one for the present radio sou rce.about ten other designations, MHR 29, Milne 27/28,                         The interstellar extinction (obscuration) is stronglyetc.... and has been observed by Australian radio astro-                wavelength-dependent in the sense that blue light is ab-nomers for more than a decade. The G 309.8 + 1.8 source                 sorbed much more than red light and the extinction isis the stronger of the two with 136.5 f.u. at 408 MHz.                  even less in the infrared. Very deep blue-sensitive platesIt is a double source and fram the structure and spectral               were taken with the ESO Schmidt telescope in the direc-index, it appears to be extragalactic. However, due to its              tion of MHR 29 but nothing could be seen at the position ofproximity to the galactic equator, it has until now defied              the radio source except galactic stars. It soon becameoptical identification. As mentioned in another article                 obvious that the only hope lay in the infrared, and on Marchin this issue of the Messenger (p. 1), there are only few               11, 1977 a 90-min Schmidt exposure was obtained on"windows" that allow us to look through the obscuring                   sensitized IV-N infrared emulsion (7000-9000 A). This
                                                                                                                                           7emulsion is normally much slower than the standard astro-              seen on the Schmidt plate. This 3.6-m photo is reproducednomical infrared emulsion I-N, but by careful treatment                here. A furt her red plate (127 -04 + RG 630) barely showed(water + very quick dry), IV-N becomes quite a bit faster              the object, confirming its infrared colour.than I-N. This infrared Schmidt plate was carefully scruti-               Photometrie infrared observations were soon after madenized by ESO astronomers H.-E. Schuster and R.M.                       by Dr. W. Wamsteker of ESO with the 1-m telescope. He de-West and they agreed that a very faint, apparently non-                tected an infrared source at the same position and thestellar object was seen right on top of the radio position.            measurements (1.6 to 5 microns) are being reduced. The  There was obviously need for confirmation and another                ESO astronomers are now preparing their observations forESO astronomer, Dr. S. Laustsen, who was working with                  publication.the 3.6-m telescope immediately agreed to take a corre-                  The 1950 position of the optical candidate is RA =sponding deep IV-N plate with the large ESO telescope.                 13h43m23~57; Decl. = -60°09'30':1, i. e. in very good agree-However, since at that date only a blue-optimized Gas-                 ment with the most recent radio positions of this source.coigne corrector was available, it was not clear whether               From the infrared photos there is little doubt that we seethe 3.6-m would do much better than the Schmidt in the in-             the very heavily reddened centre of a galaxy, but furtherfrared. The first 90-min infrared plate was rather dark be-            observations are obviously desirable in order to learn morecause of the nearby Moon, but a second 40-min exposure                 details. It will not be easy to obtain an optical (probably in-three days later clearly brought out a non-stellar object as           frared) spectrum but the ettort would be worthwhile.

Progress Report 3.6-m Telescope
A piece of good news can be reported: the Cassegrain fo-               are entirely satisfied with the performance of the instru-cus of the 3.6-m telescope is operational. The technical               ment and it seems that the optical specifications have beenstaft around the instrument has, it seems, already acquired            met with a good margin.a considerable routine in getting a piece of equipment to                The first Cassegrain instrument, the photometer, will bework. It all went very smoothly with the Cassegrain, the me-           installed in June. In the meantime we continue mainly inchanical installation, the electronic control, the optical             prime focus, which astronomically is more interesting foralignment and tests and finally the astronomical tests and             photographie work.further software developmenl.                                             In prime focus we have by now accumulated some 700   Like for the prime focus we are testing the Cassegrain              plates of which many are under evaluation byastronomersphotographically by a small-field camera. The first photo-             in the ESO countries.graphs were taken during the night of April 19/20 and agood number of test plates have been taken since then. We              May 11th, 1977                                      S. Laustsen
Saturn Photographed at the Cassegrain                                  STAFF MOVEMENTS
Focus of the ESO 3.6-metre Telescope                                   Since the last issue 01 the "Messenger", the lollowing starr move-                                                                       ments have taken place:                                                                       ARRIVALS                                                                         Munich                                                                         None                                                                         Geneva                                                                         None                                                                         Chile                                                                         Anthony C. Danks, British, astronomer (Irom July 1, 1977)
                                                                       DEPARTURES                                                                         Munich                                                                         None                                                                         Geneva                                                                         Felix Hoffmann, German, senior technical assistant                                                                         ChileThis test photo of the giant planet Satum was obtained by ESO            Robert Havlen, American, astronomerastronomer Dr. S. Laustsen on April 28, 1977. It is one of the first     Raul Villena. Peruvian, senior civil engineertaken in the Cassegrain foeus (behind the main mirror). At the time      Manlred Windel, German, technical assistant (mechanical)of the exposure, Satum was only 30° above the La Siffa horizonand the seeing was medium, 2". Untreated I/Ia-J + GG 385; expo-sure time 0.06 seeond.                                                 ARRIVALS AT SCIENTIFIC GROUP  The distanee to Satum was 9.05 A. U. (1.4 X 10 9 km) and the pla-      Takuya Matsuda, Japanese (May 1-July 31, 1977)net subtended an angle of 18 areseeonds. Total magnitude +oms.           Patrice Bouchet. French, "cooperant" in ChileOriginal seale 10"/mm.                                                   (from April 1, 1977)
8The French H 11 Region Programme in theLarge Magellanic CloudM. F. DuvalIn parallel with the photometrie and speetrometrie obser-           tory, and for whieh E. Mauriee reeently presented a sum-vations of LMC stars u ndertaken at the Marsei Ile Observa-         mary (The Messenger, No. 7, Deeember 1976), interferome-                                                                    trie observations of H 11 regions have been made from 1969                                                                    to 1973 at La Si lIa. Dr. Marie France Duval (betore: Cheriguene) has studied the gaseous content ot the Large Magel-                                                                    Evidence of an Extended H 11 Region in the Centre lanic Cloud in collaboration with other French                                                                    of the LMC astronomers, mainly trom the Marseille Observa- tory. She summarizes the main results ot the La                    During their first mission, in 1969, Y. Georgelin and G. Silla observations.                                                Monnet used a 4-ineh refraetor equipped with a Perot-Fa-                                                                    bry interferometer, giving a mean dispersion of 25 A mm- 1
                       . '/.             ,   '\ .
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Fig. 1. - Monochromatic photograph of the LMC in Ha (interference filter 8 A wide). Field of view: 4° 5. Note the elliptical, extendedH 11 region of size 1° x 2°.
                                                                                                                                      9                                                                      tained 70 interferograms covering circular fields of 20                                                                      arc min, from which a total of not less than 1,500 points                                                                      were measured; they represented 101 regions listed by                                                                      Henize (1956) and 41 other regions of 12' x 12' (Iarger                                                                      than Henize's size limit). The results were published in                                                                      1972 and 1974 (Astron.&Astrophys. 16, 28; "CNRS col-                                                                      loque sur la dynamique des galaxies spirales", 439).

                                                                      Rotation and Mass 01 the LMC
                                                                      The centre of the LMC bar (5"24 m , -69°8) being the only                                                                      well-defined geometrical point, we tried to specify its                                                                      systemic velocity. Considering previously published re-                                                                      sults on the radial velocities of the H 11 regions as weil as                                                                      ou r own determinations, we adopted the following value:                                                                      34 ± 3 km S-1 (assuming a local galactic rotation velocity of                                                                      250 km S-1. and a solar motion with respect to the L.S.R. of                                                                      16 km S-1 in the direction of I = 53°, b = 25°). This value is                                                                      slightly different from that of 44 km S-1 determined by                                                                      means of stars at the Marseille Observatory (Prt3VOt. 1972).                                                                      The position angle of the major axis was calculated to beFig. 2.- Perot-Fabry interference rings projected on the same         the same as for stars, i. e. 180°.fields as in figure 1.                                                                         Assuming, as a first approximation, a circular rotation                                                                      arou nd the centre of the bar, we calcu lated the rotation ve-at Ha, and obtained 11 plates covering circular fields of 4 ~ 5       locity as a function of the distance from the centre. Figure 3in diameter.                                                          shows clearly the differential effect, and confirms the   A monochromatic photograph in Ha was also taken,                   northward displacement of the symmetry centre of the ro-which corroborates the presence of a very large ionized re-           tation curve.gion of 1° x 2°, centred at 5"30 m , -69°30' (Fig. 1), as pre-           The mass estimated from this curve is 0.7x10 10 Me;viously discovered from the radio continuum emission at               whereas the theoretical model proposed by G. de Vaucou-1410 MHz (Mathewson and Healey, 1964). The low velocity               leurs and K. C. Freeman-which uses the distance betweendispersion ("" 7 km S-I) and the differential rotation mea-           the centre of the bar and the centre ofthe disk (40' ± 6'), thesured for this region lead us to suppose that the emission            positions of the neutral points of such a system and the an-comes from an ionized hydrogen disk not thicker than                  gular velocity of the disk (45 km S-l kpc- 1 )-gives the fol-200 pc.                                                               lowing masses with our values:                                                                                        Mdisk = 1.2 ± 0.6x10 10 MGKinematic Results                                                                                        Mbar = 1.9 ± 1.5x109 MeThe first plates resulted in considerable progress in the             The Large Magellanic Cloud is a very interesting system forradial-velocity determination of H II regions and of the              the dynamical study of barred galaxies because of theionized hydrogen disk: 250 radial velocities were pub-                wealth of kinematic results obtainable with H 11 regionslished by Y. Georgelin and G. Monnet in 1970 (Astrophys.              (dispersion less than 10 km S-l) and stars. This work inte-Letters 5, 213). The radial-velocity programme was con-               grates very weil into a more general study of barred galaxiestinued in 1970 and 1973 during two observing runs at the              of types SBb to IBm that the author is now carrying out in150-cm telescope by M. F. Duval and G. Monnet who ob-                 the northern hemisphere.
                                                           LMC                   Rotv Kms- 1
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                       o·

                                                              Systematic velocity: 34 km S-l
                                                                                                               I                    -100                   Fig. 3. -   Rotational curve of the LMC (the tilt angle i = 63°, the major axis' position: 180°).
10New Observations of Close Binary SystemsK. Walter
Surely, Algol systems and W UMa stars are evenly distrib-        spots" arising on the surface of the bright primary compo-uted over the whole sky, and elose binaries with eireum-         nent at regions where the particles of agas stream strikestellar matter in their surroundings ean therefore be ob-        the atmosphere of this star at large veloeities. The addi-served from the northern as weil as from the southern hemi-      tionallight of the luminous regions is directed towards ussphere. But the nu mber of really outstanding eeli psing vari-   during one-half of the orbital revolution. In order to get aables of this kind----like U Cep with its strange light-eurve    reliable photometrie solution of a system (i. e. to determineoutside the eelipses, whieh has been known sinee the days        its geometrical and photometrie properties by means ofof Dugan, and with its speetral peeuliarities-is not large,      the observed light-eurve), the influenee of hot spots andand it may therefore be eonsidered very worthwhile to test       the absorption effeets must be carefully taken into accountsouthern eelipsing binaries in the hope of diseovering new,      at the evaluation of the light-curve. Several typical Algolpartieularly interesting systems. Let us first eonsider the      systems which have been thoroughly investigated in thissystems of Algol type, i. e. systems in whieh the light minima   way show that the primary eclipses are actually eomposedare weil defined and the light-eurve outside the minima is       of two eclipses: that of a star with anormal luminosityreasonably flat; the prototype is ß Persei, also ealled Algol.   distribution ac ross the stellar dise and a seeond eclipse                                                                 of the additional light. When the exact geometry ofthe sys-                                                                 tem is known, the phases of disappearanee and reappea- Professor Kurt Walter from the Astronomicallnsti-               rance of the additional light enable us to fix the position of                                                                 the luminous region(s). lt is somewhat surprising that the tute ofthe Tübingen University is a frequent visitor                                                                 hot spots are mainly situated near the poles of the aeereting on La Silla. Together with another German astro-                primaryeomponent. nomer, Dr. H. Duerbeck, he has collected a large                   For a thorough study of a typieal Algol system that aims and very accurate observational material from                   at a full description of the binary model including the ef- which it appears that much more information is                  fects of cireumstellar matter, very precise measurements                                                                 must be made that uniformly cover the light-curves. As an present in the light-curves of close binary stars                                                                 example, observations from more than fifty nights are than earlier generations of astronomers would                   needed for systems with periods of a few days. Of cou rse the ever have dreamt of. Various estimates show that a              continuous observation of an Algol star outside eclipse large part, possibly about 50 per cent, of all stars            (nearly eonstant lig ht) over a long part of a nig ht wou ld be a are double and it is therefore of obvious impor-                waste of time. Therefore during the night the observer fre-                                                                 quently changes from one system to another in order to get tance to gain insight into the mass-transfer pro-                                                                 the maximum of valuable information about them for a mi- cesses that are at work in close systems and which              nimum amount of observing time and an optimal distribu- apparently playa large role in their evolution.                 tion of the observed phases. Th us the observation is oHen                                                                 not a simple task, it is dependent on observing and weather                                                                 conditions, and it also requires day-time work to keep at                                                                 least a rough check on the actual state of the coverage ofThough speetroseopists began already in the forties to                                                                 the light-eurves by the observations. Sometimes the diffi-study gas streams and rings whieh they found in these bi-                                                                 cu/ties caused by missing phases are overcome by ex-naries, photometrie observers only mueh later sueeeeded                                                                 change of observing time with colleagues.in giving valuable eontributions to the problems of eireum-stellar matter in elose binaries. However, they could thennot only confirm the results of the speetroscopists but of-                                                                 Observations on La Sillaten give important new insight into the mechanism and theposition of the circumstellar matter.                                                                 The 50-em ESO photometrie teleseope on La Silla has been                                                                 fou nd to be a very useful instrument for observations of thisPhotometry 01 Algol-type systems                                 kind. Four Algol systems have now been observed by us on                                                                 La Silla, and for each of them clear indications of interstel-The photometrie eonsequenees of the presence of eireum-          lar matter were found. For three of them-RW Ara, XZ Sgr,stellar matter in typical Algol systems have been largely        X Gru, systems with periods between 4.4 and 2.1 days andunderestimated for a long time. Although the gas stream          very deep total primary eclipses-the model expeeted forwhieh is flowing from the secondary, subgiant component          typieal Algol systems (Walter, Astrophys. Space Sc. 21,289to the bright and massive primary component is almost in-        (1973)) eould be confirmed. The intensity of the observedvisible in broad-band photometry, this stream becomes            hot spots near the visible pole of the primary eomponentsphotometrically observable chiefly by absorbing the light        were 1-2 % of the intensity of the uneclipsed system andof the primary at those orbital phases, where it is placed       does by far not reach the intensity of the hot spots of the Ubetween the terrestrial observer and the primary star;           Cep system (ca. 8 %), but U Cep is also known for its ex-variations in the gas stream in this position mayaiso cause      ceptionally large mass flow. From these results we maya variation in the measured intensities as sometimes seen        state that the existence of gas streams flowing towards theby eomparing observations at the same phase of the               polar regions of the massive eomponent in Algol systemslight-curve from different nights.                               seems to belong to the normal picture. Moreover the paths   Another effect whieh may disturb the light-curve within       of the transfer of matter towards polar regions hint to theand outside the eelipses is the light coming fram "hot           presence of magnetic fields.
                                                                                                                               11   There are open questions about the models of close bi-       u nusual method. Because of the suspected transient char-naries with orbital periods of about two days and shorter.      acteristics of the light-curves of very close binaries, we de-Observations obtained on La Silla during several years          cided not to observe ourthree programme stars, ST Ind, RVhave shown that X Gru (P = 2d 1) and V 505 Sgr (1 d 2) have     Gru and AE Phe, in the usual way, where each star is con-slightly variable light-curves outside the eclipses. Appar-     tinuously observed for as long a time as possible to get aently some other phenomenon is here added to the char-          complete light-curve within a few nights. We went the op-acteristics of the Algol systems as described above. As         posite way and tried to distribute the observations of allmatters now stand, the origin of this variability may be sur-   programme stars as uniformly as possible over the wholemised on the basis of results from recent investigations of     allotted observing period of about two months, with thetwo systems with similar periods, U Cep (2 d 5) and TV Cas      aim of obtaining in this way true mean light-curves and also(1 d 8). It appears that the long-period variations of the      accurate deviations of the individual observations fromlight-curves are controlled by the precessional periods of      these curves. Indeed all three observed variables showedthe rotational axes of the primary components. This as yet      systematic, time-dependent deviations. They were presentunknown and quite unexpected property of close binaries         in the case of RV Gru and AE Phe in a very clear manner andwhich is closely connected with the gas streams flowing         indicated a periodic behaviour. Thus the results of 1975towards the pri mary components may be realized by accu-        strengthened our suspicions about the transient charac-rate photometric observations of the shape of the total         teristics of W UMa light-curves.eclipse, as it was shown for U Cep (Walter, Astron. & Astro-       In the astronomicalliterature some large variations of Wphys., 42, 135 (1975)) or by observations of the light-curves   UMa light-curves have been reported, among them the veryoutside primary eclipses like for TV Cas, where periodical      interesting case of AH Vir (Binnendijk, Astr. Journ. 60,372fluctuations could be found and explained in this way from      (1965)). This variable was found in 1957 to exhibit a light-the reduction of observations obtained over six years (in       curve for which three-quarters of the phases were severalpreparation for publication). Recalling earlier experiences     hundredths of a magnitude lower than that in 1955; andof observers with W UMa variables the question arose,           one-quarter, a descending branch, did not change. Almostwhether it would not be worthwhile to test some southern        exactly the same was observed in 1976 with AE Phe, asW UMa variables by means of a good instrument under the         compared to 1975. Additionally, during the 1976 observa-clear Chilean skies.                                            tions the gradual return to a light-curve very similar to that                                                                of 1975 could be followed. It is difficult to believe that the                                                                repetition of such a peculiar variation of the light-curve, as                                                                observed first in AH Vir and now in AE Phe, should not beW UMa Variables                                                 caused by a typical property of the close binary model. But                                                                to answer the question what really happens within theseIn 1975, Dr. H. Duerbeck and I began to observe some W          systems, many more observations, photometric as weil asUMa stars on La Silla. We decided to observe them with an       spectrographic, are needed.

What Does the Helium Abundance in Young Stars Tell Us
About the Universe?Dr. Poul Erik Nissen from the Astronomicallnstitute ofthe Arhus University in Denmark has recently used theESO 1-metre telescope to investigate the very early moments of the Universe just after the "Big Bang" fManypeople may wonder how a comparatively small telescope can penetrate into the area of astronomy that isnormally reserved for the largest telescopes. The surprising answer is given by Dr. Nissen in the following in-troduction to the theoretical and practical aspects of his programme:
According to current cosmological theories the Universe         The Echelle Spectrophotometer
has expanded from a hot dense state-the so-called "BigBang Primeval Fireball". The isotropic microwave back-          The helium abundance of 0 and B stars can be determinedground radiation can be explained as emitted from this          from equivalent widths of helium absorption lines. Nor-Fireball and cooled down to a temperature of 3 degrees          mally equivalent widths are measured on photographicKelvin due to the expansion of the Universe. Furthermore        spectrograms of stars, but this method is cumbersome andthe model of the Fireball predicts that the ratio between       limited to the brightest stars. In order to observe thethe number of helium and hydrogen atoms in the Uni-             strength of helium lines for rather faint stars I have there-verse shou Id be in the range from 0.07 to 0.10, which agrees   fore developed a photoelectric method that is based on theweil with the ratio of 0.10 observed for interstellar gas and   use of the echelle spectrophotometer shown on Fig. 1. Inyoung stars. However, most of the accurate helium abun-         this instrument a spectrum is formed by an echelle gratingdance determinations refer to gas and stars that are rather     on a rotatable wheel with different exit slots. The lig ht pass-close to the Sun. It is therefore of great interest to extend   ing one of the slots is imaged on a photocathode and thehelium abundance determinations to more distant objects         intensity measu red by pu Ise-counting techniques. Thus thein order to see wh ether a helium-to-hydrogen ratio of 0.10     intensity ratio of nearby spectral bands can be observedis really universal.                                            just by turning the wheel forth and back. Quite narrow12                                                                 ses from 30,OOooK to 20,OOooK, which corresponds to the                                                                 spectral range 80-83. The curves of constant helium-to-                                                                 hydrogen ratio are not affected very much bya change in                                                                 the surface acceleration, and furthermore the diagram is                                                                 used only for you ng stars that Iie on the main-seq uence, i.e.                                                                 with nearly the same value of the surface acceleration.
                                                                 Observations

                                                                 The observations of 1(4026) have been obtained with the
                                                                 193-cm telescope at Observatoire de Haute-Provence,                                                                 France, and the ESO 1OO-cm telescope on La Silla. They in-                                                                 clude several hundred northern and southern B stars,                                                                 most of them members of cl usters or associations. As an                                                                 example the observations of 1(4026) and ß for stars in the                                                                 h + X Persei cluster and in the Scorpio-Centaurus associa-                                                                 tion are shown in Fig. 2. It is seen that the mean helium-to-                                                                 hydrogen ratio of stars in Sco-Cen is close to 0.10, whereas                                                                 the mean value for stars in h + X Persei is found to be                                                                 0.06 ± 0.005.                                                                    The other results fram the observations may be summa-                                                                 rized as folIows. Stars in our local region of the Galaxy, i.e.                                                                 field stars that lie within 500 pc from the Sun, and the Sco-                                                                 Cen, Orion, and Lacerta associations, have a helium-to-                                                                 hydrogen ratio of 0.10 ± 0.01. The NGC 6231 cluster, that                                                                 lies in the Sagittarius spiral arm, 2,000 pc away from the                                                                 Sun, is also found to have a helium abundance of about                                                                 10 %. On the other hand the Cepheus 111 association and                                                                 the h + X Persei cluster, both situated in the outer regions                                                                 of our galaxy, 1,000 and 2,000 pc away respectively, have a                                                                 helium-to-hydrogen ratio of 0.06 only. Thus the main con-                                                                 clusion from the work is that a helium-to-hydrogen ratio of                                                                 0.10 is not universal. Sign ificantly lower val ues are fou nd in                                                                 our galaxy.Fig. 1. - The eche/le spectrophotometer attached to the ESO100-cm telescope on La Si/la.                                                                                 I                                                                I                                     I

spectral bands can be accurately defined, because of the                   1(4026)
high linear dispersion of the instrument (2 A/mm). In the         m                                                                 0,151-      ,,                                                                              " h.x Per                                 -case of the heli um abu ndance observations, the stellar fl ux                  ,                                                                            o Seo-Cenin a 14 A wide band centred on the strong helium absorp-                         '"             "tion line at 4026 Ais first measured. Then the combined fl ux                        " " "'"   'tcof two 6 A wide continuum bands on each side of the he-                      ,                       '                                                                                 "'n           Je            ............lium line is measured. The ratio of the two measurements                           "'" 0 ,                   )(                 ......expressed in magnitudes, i.e. 1(4026) = 2.5 log (flux ratio),                                ',)(0                                            ,                                                                                               ,,                                         "is then an index of the equivalent width of the helium line,                 ,                           ,                                                  ....                /           0,05                                                                 0,101-                                                                           "                '-   -----                          -because the flux in the line band decreases with increasingstrength of the absorption line. Normally 10 5 photons are                                                                                 ", ,    ,,                                                                                               o             "                                                                                                                            ,                                                                                                                                         Je                                                                                                                                     '0...0                                                                                                                                              0

counted in the two spectral regions, which takes half an                                       ,,                                             00
                                                                                                                                         o         '0.hour of integration time for a 10th magnitude star observedwith the 100-cm telescope on La Silla. The corresponding                                            ", ,              ,,                                                                                                                                                  o                                 /       0,10accuracy of 1(4026) is 0.005 magnitude.                                                                                                                                         "" ,                                                                 0,05 I-                                                                              ,,                                               -Models                                                                                                                                                           ",                               0,20                                                                                                                                                                        - ---                                                                                                                                                                                    /
In order to derive the helium-to-hydrogen ratio of astar,
1(4026) is compared with the ß index, that is a measure of                                                                                                                                         ß                                                                                 I                                                                I                                     Ithe strength of the Hß hydrogen absorption line. From                                                                                                                                   m                                                                              2,60                                                            2,65                              2,70models of stellar atmospheres with different values of theeffective temperature, the surface acceleration and the          Fig. 2. - The ß-I(4026) diagram for stars in the h + X Persei clusterhelium-to-hydrogen ratio, one can compute relations be-          and the Scorpio-Centaurus association. The curves give the rela-tween 1(4026) and ß. Fig. 2 shows such relations for 3 diffe-    tion between ßand 1(4026) as computed for model atmospheres ofrent values of the helium-to-hydrogen ratio. From left to        main-sequence 80-83 stars with three different values of the he-right along a given curve the effective temperature decrea-      lium-to-hydrogen ratio: 0.05, 0.10 and 0.20.                                                                                                                                                                                                       13                                                                               4                       8"Big Bang"                                                                       iN                          J.D. 244 3151.7

As mentioned in the beginning, the model of the Big Bang                 ~
                                                                       -.5                                                           -.5Primeval Fireball prediets values of the helium-to-hydro-gen ratio from 0.07 to 0.10. The value found in h + X Perseiand the Cepheus 111 assoeiation is slightly out of this range.No meehanisms are known that ean deplete the interstellar              _.4                                                           -.4gas of helium, but in view ofthe uneertainty ofthe absolutevalues of the helium-to-hydrogen ratio, the diserepaney isnot serious. The differenee in helium abundanee that isfound between stars in the outer regions of the Galaxy and             -.5                                                           -.5
stars in the loeal and inner regions is more interesting, be-
eause it means that a eonsiderable amount of helium hasbeen formed sinee the Big Bang Primeval Fi reball. Possible            -.4                                                           _.4sites for this helium produetion are massive stars or theso-ca lied "little Big Bangs" in the eentre of our galaxy.                     1977 JAH. 9/10      J.D.2443153.7                                                                       -.5                                                           -.5
HD80383: The Faintest                                                  -.5                                                           -.5

Known ß Cep Variable                                                   ..v
                                                                        ~      1977 JAH. 30/31Until recently no ß Cephei stars fainter than 7 m were                                                                               1977 JAH.311FgB.lknown, but now observations on La Silla by Or. UI-                     -.5                  0                                        -.5rich Haug ofthe Hamburg Observatory seem to havepushed this limit to gm. He found light variations inHO 80383, a faint B star in the southern constellation                         1977 FEB. 1/2                   J.D. 244 3176.7Vela, which are typical of the ß Cep class of hot, pul-                -.5                                                           -.5sating stars. Or. Haug reports about his interestingdiscovery:The high number of ß Cephei (or ß Canis Maioris) varia-bles among the bright stars allows us to prediet ß Cepheieharaeteristies for about 5 per cent of all stars of speetral          -.5                                                           -.5types BO to B3. Nevertheless there are no eonfirmed varia-bles of this type among the stars fainter than 7th magni-tude.   During my last observing run on LaSilia in January 19771            -.4    H----t--t--+--+---+---t----t--t-----::::f -.4found that the photometrie data for HD 80383 leave almostno doubt that this is a new ß Cephei star ot about 9th mag-             -.5                                                          -.5nitude. HD 80383, whieh was on my observing list for "in-terstellar absorption in Vela", was diseovered to be varia-ble in 1976. When aperiod of only 4.45 hours beeame evi-                                                                             -.4                                                                       -.4dent already at the beginning of my observations in 1977,                                                                       ..vmany measurements were made during eaeh availablenight. Very quiekly the amplitudes of the light variations              l                                                                       -.5                                                           -.5turned out to be variable. This exeludes the possibility of aneelipsing or aspeet variable double star. But both the pe-riod and the beat period (about 10 days) make the elassifi-eation as a ß Cephei star highly probable.                             -,4                                                           -.4   This is also supported by a diseussion of the photometrieparameters given in the table for the variable and another                     1977 FEB. 9/10                                                                       -.5                                                           -.5B-type star in my Vela programme whieh is being used aseomparison, CPD -540 2147.   Mboland log Teftean be ealeulated either trom UBV and ß       Iaeeording to relations applied to other ß Cephei stars by              -.4 LJ.._.--J_ _L-_..L.._-I.-_--l..._---l_--'_ _L----J -.4Lesh and Aizenman (Astron. & Astrophys. 22,229 (1973)) or                   4          6         8           10        12                                                                                                        SIDEREAL TIME LA SILLA - -from uvby and ß aeeording to similar relations used by J.Seott Shaw (Astron. & Astrophys. 41, 367 (1975)). The re-            Fig. 1. - Light variation o( the new ß Cep variable HO 80383 onsults, Mbol= -5.4 and log Telf= 4.35, show that HD 80383 is          ten nights. The difference D. V = V (HO 80383~V (CPO _54 0 2147)situated weil above the main-sequenee in the Hertz-                  is adopted (rom the on-line V measurements. Note how the am-sprung-Russell-Diagram, in a domain known as "the in-                plitude is variable and how the beat phenomenon may be recog-stability strip" of ß Cephei stars.                                  nized, in particular on the nights o( Jan. 31/Feb. 1 and Feb. 9/10.
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Fig. 2. -         The mean amplitudes A of the light variations for the observing nights early 1977. The beat period is around 10 days.
   The new variable looks like a quite normal member of its                                                                                                                                                                                Experience shows that in order to determine orbits ofclass. Remarkable are the maximum amplitudes (0.15 mag)                                                                                                                                                                                  minor planets with an accuracy sufficient to assure thatof its light variations which are inferior only to those of BW                                                                                                                                                                           they will never be lost again, it is normally necessary to ob-Vul (0.2) and v Eri (0.18). Large changes of radial velocity                                                                                                                                                                             serve them for many months during several oppositions.are to be expected. Their observation by means of slit spec-                                                                                                                                                                             This was of course not possible with Adonis-its closetra shou Id be the next step in the investigation of HD 80383.                                                                                                                                                                           1936 approach to the Earth was a one-time performance   The detection and analysis of this star would have been                                                                                                                                                                               -and it was soon placed on the list of "probably lostimpossible without the data-acquisition system of the ESO                                                                                                                                                                                planets".50-cm photometric telescope which was used for all ob-servations. I am obliged to the ESO staff for their help dur-                                                                                                                                                                            Is Adonis Retrievable?ing the observations and to Dr. Kohoutek and Dr. Surdejfor additional measurements on February 8 to 10, which                                                                                                                                                                                   Dr. Brian Marsden of the Smithsonian Observatory hasare clearly important for the determination of the beat pe-                                                                                                                                                                              one of the best existi ng computer programmes for orbit de-riod.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    terminations and he was not so sure that Adonis was irre-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         trievably lost. In any case, he decided to invest some effortPhotometrie results for the new                                                                                                 ß Cep-type                          star and its                                                         in the problem of finding Adonis again and he thereforecomparison star.                                                                                                                                                                                                                         started a careful integration of the Adonis orbit to bring it                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         from 1936 to 1977. Starting with the relatively few observa-                                                                                       HD 80383                                                CPD -540 2147                                                                             tions from early 1936, he computed the gravitational influ-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         ence of all nine planets (Pluto included!) on the tiny object,               V                                                                                (9.13)                                                       9.603                                                                       day by day, and was able to determine where it would have              B-V                                                                               0.041                                                        0.095                                                                       been at any date afterwards. This process involves un-              U-B                                                                              -0.702                                                       -0.596                                                                       avoidable errors because of the short interval of the 1936                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         observations and the long time interval to 1977. In general,                  Y                                                                                (9.12)                                                           9.595                                                                the errors tend to increase with the time and serious trou-              b-y                                                                                  0.101                                                            0.130                                                                bles develop when the sm all planet passes close by one of              m,                                                                                   0.019                                                            0.028                                                                the larger planets, as for instance when Adonis came                  Cl                                                                               0.111                                                            0.189                                                                within 6 million kilometres of Venus in 1964. However, the                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         final result was that Dr. Marsden, after having followed                  ß                                                                                2.626                                                            2.650                                                                Adonis not less than sixteen times around the Sun (Adonis'                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         orbital period is about 2 '/2 years) was able to predict                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         that it would make another close approach to the Earth in                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         early 1977.The Recovery of Adonis                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         A Search tor AdonisThe ESO 1-metre Schmidt telescope has just played animportant role in the successful recovery of a long-Iost mi-                                                                                                                                                                             In November 1976, Dr. Marsden alerted the big Schmidtnor planet.                                                                                                                                                                                                                              telescopes around the world and asked them to be on the  Forty-one years ago, Dr. E.J. Delporte of the Uccle Ob-                                                                                                                                                                                lookout for Adonis in late January and early Februaryservatory in Belgium reported the discovery of a small pla-                                                                                                                                                                              1977. Because of the full moon on February 4 and hopingnet (1936 CA) with an unusually fast motion. It was soon                                                                                                                                                                                 to improve the chances of recovering Adonis, H.-E.found that the new planet was very close to the Earth and                                                                                                                                                                                Schuster used the ESO Schmidt telescope during twowhen the preliminary orbit was computed it became appa-                                                                                                                                                                                  nights in January to search for Adonis, but this effort wasrent that it was of the Earth-crossing type, also known as                                                                                                                                                                               not rewarded. When searching for minor planets for which"Apollos", cf. Messenger No. 8, p. 3. It was baptized Adonis                                                                                                                                                                             the orbits are not accurately known (as was the case forand although it rapidly diminished in brightness due to in-                                                                                                                                                                              Adonis), one normally predicts expected positions, corre-creasing distance from the Earth, it was possible to follow it                                                                                                                                                                           sponding to various values of the perihel time T, i.e. thefor two months through the world's largest telescope in                                                                                                                                                                                  last time the planet went through the point of the orbit1936, the 100-inch reflector on Mount Wilson, just above                                                                                                                                                                                 closest to the Sun. The uncertainty of T was estimated toLos Angeles.                                                                                                                                                                                                                             be about ± 16 days for Adonis. Dr. Schuster searched for
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                               15                                                                        taken on February 16 he fou nd a small planet that appeared                                                                        to move in the direction that was expected for Adonis. It                                                                        took some time to find this object among the myriads of                                                                        stars on the plates and it was only one week later that a te-                                                                        legram was received on La Silla about Kowal's possible                                                                        Adonis candidate. The Moon was moving near to the ob-                                                                        ject, but the ESO reaction was swift. Not only was the ob-                                                                        ject quickly found on an ESO Schmidt plate, but it could be                                                                        photographed on five consecutive nights (February 24 to                                                                        28), thereby securing five vital positions and definitely                                                                        proving that Adonis had finally been recovered after                                                                        almost half a century!                                                                          It also became clear that Adonis went slightly later than                                                                        expected through the perihel (in December 1976)-that                                                                        was why the ESO January plates did not show it.
                                                                        Adonis Secured

                                                                        Once recovered, it was found that Adonis was somewhat
                                                                        fainter than expected, about 18 m Due to an inconvenient                                                                        cloud-out at Palomar in March it seemed for some time thatThe confirmation of the recovery ot Adonis came trom this ESÖ           the ESO positions would be the only ones to be secured be-Schmidt plate (No. 1996, obtained on February 24,1977 UT). Ado-         fore Adonis became too faint. However, it was detectednis is seen as two spots in the centre. The telescope was set to fol-   again at the very plate limit on a March 13 ESO Schmidtlow the expected motion ot Kowal's candida te (see text) du ring 20     plate and was later identified with great trouble on a fewminutes, by means ot a command to the Schmidt telescope com-            plates taken around March 20 with the large reflector at theputer that specitied the tracking in R. A. and Declination. After the   Harvard Agassiz station.tirst exposure the telescope was reset to the initial position and a       Due to this commendable collaboration between the or-second 20-min exposure was made. Since Adonis had moved, a              bit computing and the observing astronomers, Adonis issecond image was formed. The stars were exposed as two straight                                                                        now secure and will presumably never be lost again. Thelines on top ot each other. The positions ot the Adonis-imagesallowed Dr. B. Marsden to contirm the identificalion with the           success is in a certain sense comparable to the discoverylong-Iost planet and to secure its orbit.                               of Neptune in 1848 which was a similar joint eHort. It is of                                                                        course true that modern computers have facilitated the                                                                        work involved in orbital computations, but one should notAdonis at the positions where it would have been seen if                forget that a programme is never better than the theory that/)" T was negative, i. e. if Adonis passed somewhat earlier             underlies it and the people who use it. The ESO people whothan expected through the perihel.                                      partici pated in this recovery feel privi leged to have been in-    A similar search was carried out by Charles Kowal at the            volved in an astronomical achievementthat is bound to be-Palomar Observatory in the middle of February. On a plate               come a classic.AN EXTREMELY RED STAR                                 (Continued)       plates. It was possible to obtain two spectra of this star on                                                                        the night between March 12 and 13, 1977, by means of theIn the last issue of the Messenger we reported (p. 12) the              image-tube spectrograph attached to the 1-m telescope atpresence of an extremely red star on a set of ESO Schmidt               the Las Campanas Observatory of the Carnegie Institution
                4000A                                                                                   7000A
                                                                   5577Two spectra ot the extremely red star, obtained at the Las Campanas Observatory, just north of La Silla. The original dispersion was 284A/mm and the exposure limes were 5 and 10 minutes. Blue is to the lett (4000 A) and red is to the right (7000 A). The three Swan bands otthe C2 molecule are indicated above. The strongest night-sky line is the green 5577 A oxygen line. The comparison spectrum (on eitherside of the stellar spectrum) is trom a Neon-Iron arc.
16of Washington. The observation was carried out by Dr.              Carbon stars were recognized already in the 19th centuryR. M. West of ESO (editors always have to do the job I) who      by astronomers like Father Secchi who classified thewas taking spectra of ESO/Uppsala galaxies. The disper-          brightest stars visually through a small spectroscope.sion was the same as for the galaxies: 284 A/mm from 3700        Since then the classification of carbon stars has under-Ato 7200 A.                                                      gone vast improvements and it is now generally believed   The spectra are reproduced here and solve the "myste-         that they are giant stars. It is very difficult to measure thery" ofthe very red star: it is nothing buta "normal" carbon      temperature of a carbon star because of the heavy molecu-star. The typical bands of diatomic carbon (C 2 ) are seen at    lar bands in the blue, but most have temperatures around4734 A, 5165 A and 5636 A; they are known as the Swan            3,000-4,0000K. The reason for their massive carbon-over-bands. It can also be easily understood why the star ap-         abundance is not weil understood.pears so red: there is simply no light in the blue end of thespectrum, below 4700 AI  Quite a number of carbon stars are known in the south-         Note added in proof:ern Milky Way. The most comprehensive catalogue waspublished in 1971 by the former ESO Di rector in Chi le, Pro-    Dr. N. Sanduleak of the Warner and Swasey Observatory hasfessor B. Westerlund, who is now at the Uppsala Observa-         kindly informed us that this star is no. 744 in "A General Cata-tory in Sweden. This catalogue comprises 1,124 carbon            logue of Cool Carbon Stars" compiled by Dr. C. B. Stephensonstars, but since it starts south of declination _22°, the pre-   (1973). Unfortunately this catalogue was not available at ESOIsent star is not included.                                       Geneva.

Some Recent Developments in ESO                                  Green Light
                                                                 tor the ESO Headquarters BuildingWhile the successful completion of the ESO 3.6-m tele-           In Europe, an important step has been made towards theScope was making the headlines, so me other i mportant           construction of the future ESO Headquarters in Garching.developments were hardly noticed.                                At its meeting of Apri/22, 1977 the Working Group created                                                                 by the Council to deal with the planning of the Headquar-                                                                 ters approved the plans submitted by Fehling and GogelAuxiliary Construction Programme                                                                 architects in Berlin. On the basis of these plans, tenders willNearing Completion                                                                 be invited later th is year, and construction activities are ex-On La Silla, construction activities have been making rapid      pected to start aUhe beginning of 1978. According to theprogress: the warehouse, the maintenance workshop, the           time schedule, the building should be ready in the coursefour new Pelfcano "dormitories" and the club house, the          of the second half of 1979. It wi 1I then house all ESO Eu ro-office and library building as weil as the astro-workshop        pean activities carried out at present in Geneva and Gar-have been completed and are already in full use. The Pelf-       ching.cano water-treatment plant, the new heating plant and the           A model of the building shown below will already givegasoline station are finished or almost finished. Thus the       our readers an idea of the future appearance of the ESOAuxiliary Construction programme is now virtually com-           Headquarters. The architects assure that the final productpleted.                                                          will significant/y surpass this model in structural stabilitylArchitects cardboard model of the European Headquarters building to be constructed at Garehing. The view is from the rear of thebuilding and does not show the main entrance.
                                                                                                                              17A New Planetary NebulaOn ESO Quick Blue Survey plate No. 869 (field 263), a smallgalaxy cluster may be seen in the NW corner. The three lar-gest galaxies were included in ESO/Uppsala list No. IVwh ich was published in February 1977 (Holmberg et al.,Astron.&Astrophys. Suppt. Sero 27, p. 295) as ESO263-IG01, 263-G02 and 263-IG03.  Spectroscopic observations were carried out in March ofthe three objects and to some su rprise it was fou nd that thesecond object, 263-G02 is not a galaxy but a planetary ne-bula in the Milky Way! The low-dispersion spectrum alsoshowed that the central star is of spectral type O.  What is the reason for this mistake? First of all, the coin-cidence with the galaxy cluster, but also because the struc-ture in the gaseous envelope of the planetary may remindus of some sort of spiral arms. The "nucleus" was de-scribed as: Bright, or star?, but many galaxies have simi-lar intensive nuclei. Clearly one can never be quite sureof the nature of such an object before a spectrum hasbeen obtained.  The correct name of the object is now 263-PN02.                                                                    Enlargement 'rom the original ESO Schmidt plate                                                                    netary nebula ESO 263-PN02.                                                                                                                      0'   the new pla-

The Control System of the ESO 3.6-metre Telescope
The first visiting astronomers to the 3.6-m telescope are expected to show up sometime in October 1977.Continuing the Messenger .series of descriptions of the various parts of the large telescope, Dr. SvendLorensen from ESO/Geneva here intraduces the control system for which he has written the software.Unlike most ofthe mechanical parts ofthe telescope, the contral programme will interact directly with the ob-servers and it is ofgreat importance that it is "astronomer-friendly". Those who have used the system so farare very happy with its performance and it is good to know that further improvements can easily be insertedinto the very flexible system whenever this will be required.The control system of the 3.6-m telescope as it will be avail-      commands at the terminal. The correction rates and offsetable to the visitors later in 1977 features the possibilities al-   amounts are multiplied with sec Ö before they are appliedready known from some of the ESO telescopes: a highly               in a.accurate programmable digital servo-system, and a gooddeal of other facilities aiding the observerto obtain reliablemeasurements. The control system-as it is designed with             Control Panelan integral minicomputer-is on purpose an open-endedsystem. The continuous development will stay compatible             The relevant part of the control board consists of th reewith the present description, and add a growing number of           units. The first contains anormal CRT terminal. It is prima-options-hopefully to the pleasant surprise of the future            rily used to input all commands which are not defined byobservers.                                                          push-buttons: coordinates of objects, rates of tracking, fil-                                                                    ters at the Cassegrain adaptor, etc. Furthermore a goodOperation Modes                                                     deal of messages show up on the screen, some of interest                                                                    for the observer, others more to the benefit of the mainte-The control system basically has five operation modes:              nance team. All the transactions of this terminal are logged  Guide: The telescope is tracking. With the handset a              on a disc file for later analysis.small correction rate can be applied. The dome follows the             The next section contains a TV monitor with a selectortelescope as necessary with low speed (0.1 degree/sec).             switch. It can be connected to the cameras of the pri me-fo-  Set: The telescope is tracking. With the handset a me-            cus guide probe, the Cassegrain-focus guide probe, or thedium correction rate can be applied. The dome follows as            Cassegrain centre field acquisition. Remote control of thenecessary.                                                          high voltage of the cameras as weil as of the shutters are  Offset : The telescope is tracking. With the handset steps        also provided.can be applied. The dome follows as necessary.                         The third section consists of digital displays and illumi-  Stew: The telescope does not track. With the handset the          nated push-buttons to command and show all basic tele-telescope can be moved with high speed (1 degree/sec).              scope functions. This panel is logically divided into threeThe dome does not follow the telescope.                             rows. At the top row the sidereal time and the actual tele-  Preset: The telescope goes with high speed to a given             scope coordinates are continuously displayed with a reso-position. The dome goes with high speed (1.5 degree/sec)            Iution of 0.1 second and 1 arcsecond, respectively. At theto the corresponding position.                                      centre row a general-purpose display and eight buttons  All the tracking rates, correction rates, and offset              give the choice between Cassegrain focus, air-mass, ze-amounts can be assigned within reasonable limits by                 nith distance, hour angle, the coordinates of the Casse-18                   ~                            _                       1"'-"'" ,                   (..w- -.                                   ,.'-"                                    1                                           ,                                           \                                    I          •

                                                                     Fig. 1.-The contra I panel of the ESO 3.6-m telescope.
                                                                     Its five sections are explained in the text.grain guide-probe position, and a chronometer used e. g.             an aperture of 13 metres (37 degrees altitude). This aper-for exposure time.                                                   ture can then be further covered by a windscreen with a   In the lowest row five illuminated buttons display the ac-        6x6 metre square aperture.tual operation mode and allow the choice of a new mode.                 The dome and the optional windscreen are moved auto-Four buttons command the movement of the telescape in                matically in steps, whenever necessary, to follow the celes-the positive or negative a or b direction. The standard              tial object. The opening of the hatches is suggested by thehandsets which are located in the prime cage, the Casse-.            control system, but only executed at the observer's com-grain cage, and the control cabin contain the same func-             mand.tions, except the slew mode.
                                                                     AdaptorsEncoder System                                                                     The simplified prime-focus adaptor has only little remoteAll the encoders ofthe telescope's axes (a, 0, coude mirrar          control. It is mainly designed for local operation, where5, Cassegrain guide-probe stage) are incremental enco-               control is available for focus, guide-probe position, guide-ders with one zero-pulse per revolution. As the e/ectronics          probe field TV mon itor, a standard handset to control theare never switched off, except for maintenance, they per-            telescape and an intercom system.form effectively as absol ute encoders. The encoder system              The Cassegrain adaptor is designed for full remote con-uses the zero-pulses to detect and recover errors due to             trol and the construction was described in the last issue oflost or superfluous pulses, thus maintaining lang-term               the Messenger (No. 8, p. 14). The available commands arestability. The zero-points of any of the hereby defined              the useful combinations of the many optical elements:coordinate systems can be adjusted by a simple command               large-field viewing, focus test, guide-probe viewing, slitat the terminal.                                                     viewing, move guide probe to given position, etc....   The a and 0 axes have each two different encoders: a              The handset of the telescape can also be assigned to themedium-resolution (6 arcseconds) encoder is connected                guide probe XV-stage in order to scan for a guide star andto the gear train of the drive motors. It is used to provide the     to centre it.basic coordinate system for displays and the preset mode.A high-resolution (0.05 arcsecond) encoder is coupled viaa friction wheel directly to the big gearwheel. It maintainsthe digital serv%op of the drive system, which is enabledfor all tracking. We have fou nd that the stabi lity of the latteris high enough to make 10-minute photographic expo-Sures without any guiding corrections.   The basic reference system for positions and rates ispresently the true mechanical system of the telescape.When at the beginning of 1978 the deviations between thissystem and an ideal telescape system are establish~d, allpositions and rates wi 11 be referred to th is vi rtual telescope.
Dome, Hatches and Windscreen                                         Fig. 2.- The control room on the observing floor of the 3.6-m te-                                                                     lescope building on La Silla. It is separated from the dome with in-                                                                     sulating glass panels. In the front the top of the control panelThe dome has a 6 metre wide slit, which can be closed by             (Fig. 1) and behind the electranic racks. This photo was made atfour independent hatches. For observation, one or more of            night and does not show the busy night assistants in the raomthese hatches are driven up towards or past zenith, leaving          (exposure time 5 minutes with available light .. B. Dumoulin).
                                                                                                                                      19     ESO photographer B. Dumoulin made this photo of one of the elusive La Silla foxes near     "Casa Laustsen". Attracted by a delicious tidbit it came forward from its hide among the     stones and rocks on La Silla. The suspiciously voluminous middle part of its small body     seems to indicate that this particular fox has learned to supplement its meager natural     food sources in the desert by other methods ...     B. Dumoulin, fot6grafo de la ESO, ha tomado esta fotografla de uno de los evasivos zorros     cerca de la "Casa Laustsen". Atraido por un delicioso bocado ha salido de su guarida entre     las piedras y rocas en La Silla. La sospechosa voluminosa parte media de su pequeiio     cuerpo parece indicar que este zorro en particular ha aprendido a suplir sus pobres fuen-     tes naturales de alimentaci6n en el desierto por otros metodos ...

     ALGUNOS RESUMENES                               guro de esto. Basandose en las relativa-
                                                     mente escasas observaciones computo la     luz verde para la sede europea                  orbita dei planeta menor-tomando en     de ESO                                          consideracion la influencia de gravitacion                                                     de los nueve planetas-y fue capaz de pre-     Se ha dado un paso importante hacia la          decir que el se acercaria considerable-     construccion de la sede europea de ESO en       mente a la Tierra a principios de 1977.     Garching. EI Grupo de Trabajo creado por           En noviembre de 1976, Dr. Marsden dio la     el Consejo para tratar con la planificacion     alerta a los telescopios Schmidt ubicados     de la sede ha aprobado los pianos pre-          alrededor dei munda y les pidio buscar a     sentados por los arquitectos, y se espera       Adonis. No fue premiada la busqueda dei                                                     astronomo de ESO H.-E. Schuster con el te-     que la construccion comenzara a principios                                                     lescopio Schmidt durante dos noches en el     dei ario 1978.                                  mes de enero. Una busqueda similar efec-        EI edificio, que debera estar terminado en   tuada por el astronomo Charles Kowal dei     la segunda parte dei ario 1979, reunira en-     Observatorio Palomar tuvo mas exito. En     ton ces todas las actividades europeas que      una placa tomada el16 de febrero encontro     actualmente se desemperian en Ginebra y         un pequerio planeta que parecia moverse     en Garching.                                    en la direccion esperada para Adonis.        Un modelo dei edificio, presentado en la     Cuando ESO fue informada dei posible                                                     descubrimiento de Adonis, se tomaron     pagina 17 de esta edicion, dara una idea a                                                     placas con el telescopio Schmidt y el ob-     nuestros lectores dei futuro aspecto de la      jeto fue rapidamente encontrado. Pudo ser     sede europea de ESO. La vista fue tomada        fotografiado durante cinco noches conse-     de la parte posterior dei edificio y no mu-     cutivas, proporcionandose cinco posiciones     estra la entrada principal.                     vitales que probaban definitivamente que                                                     Adonis habia finalmente sido redescu-                                                     bierto.     EI redescubrimiento de Adonis     Recientemente el telescopio Schmidt de 1        Arriendo de las oficinas de ESO     metro de ESO ha desemperiado un papel           en Santiago a Naciones Unidas     importante en el exitoso redescubrimiento     de un planeta menor largamente perdido.         Ha sido firmado un contrato de arriendo       Hace 41 arios el Dr. E. J. Delporte dei Ob-   entre ESO y las Naciones Unidas para     servatorio Uccle en Belgica anunciaba el        arrendar las oficinas desocupadas, el an-     descubrimiento de un pequerio planeta                                                     tiguo astro-taller y parte de la bodega en el     (1936 CA) de movimientos rapidos poco     usuales. Fue bautizado Adonis, y, a pesar       edificio principal de ESO en Vitacura.     de que su brillo disminuia rapidamente, fue        EI espacio arrendado por las Naciones     posible seguirlo durante dos meses con el       Unidas se ha desocupado luego que la     reflector de 100 pulgadas en el Monte Wil-      mayoria de los servicios de ESO habian     son, justamente encima de Los Angeles.          sido trasladados desde Santiago a La Silla.       Como esto normalmente no es suficiente        EI traslado al lugar dei observatorio forma     para establecer orbitas exactas de planetas     parte de la reorganizacion de ESO en Chi-     menores, muy pronto fue ubicado en la lista                                                     le, iniciada en el ario 1975 a fin de asegurar     de "planetas probablemente perdidos".       Dr. Brian Marsden dei Observatorio            un mejor funcionamiento dei observatorio.     Smithsonian, quien posee uno de los mejo-       Actualmente ESO solo ocupa algunas ofi-     res programas de computacion para la de-        cinas y parte de la bodega en el sotano dei     terminacion de orbitas, no estaba tan se-       edificio principal en Vitacura.20
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